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- Once upon a time there lived Acrisius = king of Argos who wished to be rewarded 

with a son - received daughter instead. 

- Asks Delphi about chance for son - Delphi’s response = negative + his daughter will 

have a son which will eventually kill him.

- Because he doesn’t want to be punished by the gods for murdering her daughter, 

he places Danae in chamber underground - Eventually Zeus visits Danae in her 

lonely days & becomes the father of the baby.

- After king finds out, he throws Danae + baby into a chest & into the waters

- A kind fisherman finds the chest & takes care of the two with his wife. 

- Polydectes falls in love with Danae & wants to kill Perseus in a sneaky way -

- sends him off to bring Medusa’s head.

- Perseus has a long journey, kills medusa, brings her head back & kills his 

grandfather + polydectes. Perseus marries Andromeda & they have a child.



- After defeating the titans, the world was divided by gods and mankind 

was created. Faith soon was lost and mankind rebelled. 

- King acrisius leads an assault on olympus -> zeus sleeps with his wife 

- The king puts wife & perseus in chest. Acrisius -> calibos

- Chest is found by fisherman + wife -> danae found dead

- Unrest grows and hades visits earth

- The quest for medusa’s head begins -> issues along the way=calibos and 

giant scorpions

- Perseus returns to argos, defeats kraken and sends hades back to the 

underworld

- He lives his life with io in the end



Stories influenced by this myth...

- 1963 Italian film, Perseus The Invincible

- In Chimera, the 1972 by John Barth

- 1981 The Clash of the Titans movie

- 2010 Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Lightning 

Thief

- The 2012 Perseus: Destiny's Call visual comic

- 1981 Clash of the Titans and the 2007 Wrath of the 

Titans comics

- 2010 Clash of the titan movie & 2012 Wrath of the 

titans 



Characters

MYTH:

- Perseus

- Danae

- King Acrisius of Argos

- Dictys & wife

- Polydectes

- Andromeda 

- King Cepheus and Queen 

Cassiopeia

- The Grey Women / Graeae

- Athena & Hermes 

MOVIE:

- Perseus

- Hades

- Zeus

- Spyros & Marmara

- Io 

- Andromeda 

- King Acrisius of Argos / 

Calibos

- Soldiers of Argos 

- The stygian witches

- Sheikh Sulieman & Djinn



Character Flaw

● Naive 

○ Tricked by Polydectes

● Stubborn

○ Denying help from 

the gods



Conflict 
MYTH:

- Polydectes sending 
Perseus away as an 
attempt to kill him
- Medusa’s head as a 

wedding gift for 
Polydectes and Danae

MOVIE:

- Hades kills Perseus’ 
family

- The Kraken is to be 
released to kill the 
people of Argos



Climax

- 3 climaxes
- Scorpions
- Medusa
- Kraken

Rising action for both was the journey 
to Medusa’s kill. In the movie there was a 
lot of events/scenes which showed the 
rising action and progress of it. 

- 1 climax =  Killing Medusa

However, the rising action was 

explained/presented by eg. making the 

journey to medusa longer and 

describing it more.

Movie:                                              Myth:



Themes   
MOVIE:

- Vengeance 
- Perseus against 

Hades
- Zeus against 

mankind
- Hades against Zeus

- Courageous but also 
reckless 

- LIGHT VS DARKNESS

MYTH:

- Fate/ Death OR FATE VS FREE 
WILL
- Acrisius trying to escape 

his death
- Polydectes trying to get 

Perseus killed
- Perseus killing Medusa, 

then Polydectes
- Courage & DETERMINATION
- Femininity
- Instant love





Message of the myth….         Message of movie....

- Fate was decided for them, 
and could not be changed.

- All things, tragic or not, 
happen for a reason.

- Perseus himself symbol of 
bravery/courage

- Benefits/Rewards which 
follow honorable behaviour

- Blood doesn’t define who you are

- Respect is required from both sides 
in order to have peace



Q&A
Why has the more modern creator:

-  chosen to tell a story using the ancient myth?   k

- made changes to the story/characters & message? Sa

Think & discuss . . . 

- What would you do if you discovered that you were a 

demi-god/goddess?

- Why did acrisius react how he did when THE priest told him that 

Perseus would kill him?

- what kind of image myth and film gives about female characters?

- What do you think will happen after the happy ending of the myth?



Differences/Similarities of movie & myth

Movie: medusa fights   Myth: medusa sleeping - 

killed easily

Myth: King acrisius = danae’s father     movie: 

acrisius danae’s husband

Myth: Argos ruled by acrisius Movie: argos 

ruled by other royals

Myth: danae alive  Movie: danae dies

Myth: perseus's main target = medusa  movie: 

perseus’s main target = kraken

Myth: fisherman alive  movie: fisherman dies

Myth: no scorpions movie: scorpions

Myth: medusa killed as gift movie: medusa killed 

for kraken & hades

 

Similarities

Most of the character names are same. (fishers 

is different)

Perseus and his mother are locked in to chest 

and thrown into the sea

Zeus is father of Perseus

Perseus kills medusa

Fisherman is father figure to perseus and 

teaches him fishing

There are three gray women and they have 

only one eye. The eye can see where perseus 

needs to go.

MAIN differences



VIDEO!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FY00zwMZsqM


 Thankyou!
  

ευχαριστώ!


